
PURSASIVE ESSAY

What is a persuasive/argument essay? Persuasive writing, also known as the argument essay, utilizes logic and reason
to show that one idea is more legitimate.

How to Write a Persuasive People should go to jail when they abandon their pets. So you will bombard your
audience with a variety of arguments, and if facts seem too dry to readers, then examples will make them nod
apprehensively and agree with your ideas. What resolution will you suggest? Persuasive essay is about being
sure of what you say and about burning desire to make others side with your opinion. A vegan diet is the only
diet people should follow. Post navigation. Gym class is more important than music class. Are all people
selfish? What do you think about the issue? All Americans have a constitutional right to health care. Make it
personalized and easy to identify with. Then bring in second argument such as a statistics, as figures tend to
impress people stronger than words. Its purpose is to persuade someone, to make him or her adopt your point
of view, and this purpose needs to be achieved via words. Teachers should be paid more. Suppose, for your
college persuasive essay you have picked weighty arguments that come from credible sources. The
introduction in your persuasive essay should grab the readers' attention and provide background information
about your subject. School testing is not effective. We should populate the moon. How to write a persuasive
essay Take a stance. Should football teams be mixed in terms of gender equality? Ethos â€” the appeal to
ethics. Research your topic. Boys gossip more than girls do. Still, the introduction might give you some
trouble. Be sure your statistics come from responsible sources. There are three main elements of persuasive
writing to remember: Logos â€” the appeal to reason and logic. The arguments given are either in the favor of
the topic or against it. Then add up others, thus building up the paper. Social Security should be privatized.
Child support dodgers should go to jail. We need a military draft. Show how hot and pressing the problem is.
It is important to be able to back up your argument with data. Economics rule human behavior. Professional
sports should eliminate cheerleaders. Cell phones should never be used while driving. Ethics of stem cell
therapy. The social value of the death penalty. Should people with disabilities be advised not to have children?
Use our Essay Topic Generator and get unique ideas for your essay! Did you provide enough evidence in the
way of facts, statistics, quotes, and examples? Sex education should occur at home. Social media impacts
strongly on our lives. It presents a situation, and takes a stand â€” either in its favor, or against it â€” to prove
to readers whether it is beneficial or harmful for them.


